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woman
female opponent to a 

man -

Those who consider women
for ornament, have but a very imperfect idea of the sex. It is true, 
women
of nature; but, at the same time, women should not let themselves 
be perverted … Women have quite another destination, and were 
created for more noble ends than that of being a vain spectacle; 
… women thus have more than beauty. Among intelligent beings, 
society should not be bounded by a cold exhibition of their persons, 
or a dull conversation of lies and vanity. If men require the tender 
application of women to render them more tractable, those on 
the other hand, equally want the conversation of men to awaken 
their vivacity, and draw them from a negligence into which, if they 
were not stimulated, they would certainly fall. … One sex was not 
designed to be the oppressor of the other; … the intimate connection 
between them is for general advantage; and those ridiculous 
debates of superiority, are insult to nature, … We are born women’s 
friends, not their rivals. … have regarded women as dangerous 
companions, … they have enslaved that sex to avoid being enslaved 
by them

-
rival

-
dangerous

weak wife mother
partner

A woman “the object and the victim or a base sensuality. …  
a female … had been most grossly insulted … also women are not 
free from insult by those who should be their protectors. Why should 
any woman, no matter what may be her character, or the nature of 
her offence, be compelled to endure the loathsome act of searching, 
by a man? … And so the miserable women … become the sport of 
vulgar men … We have here an indication of woman passing from 
her original state of purity and innocence, to depravity and crime 

The impression thus left on the mind is that after all the aim 
and duty of women’s lives should be to become wives and mothers, 
that their proper sphere is the domestic hearth … Let us grant, for 
the sake of the argument,  it is a duty of a woman to become a wife 
and mother… the woman should be a wife before she is a mother … 
An educated, intelligent and willing woman can learn to do almost 
anything with incredible swiftness, and under certain circumstances 
her natural instincts would aid her … French women engage in 
business of all sorts with courage and sagacity… which might put 
many an Englishman to shame, who … will deny that they are very 
women

It can no longer be maintained that a married woman is 
nobody. … Woman’s position is new. Woman herself is before the 
law a new creation. She has rights of her own 

… woman had been made so much weaker than man, but the 
weakest of them had to bear her portion in life. … the changes which 
had been affect in the law … tended towards the establishment 

of entire equality of men and women in respect of rights and 
responsibilities 

woman -

sexual
object

-
-

… The new woman has kept her womanliness whilst acquiring 
a hard head and a sound business judgment. … In a northern 
town a woman is running her husband’s dairy business. … she is 
conducting a, business in which are, employed 200 men and girls, 
and over 100 milk carts, mostly driven by women. The woman 
army-cook has come to stay, and there is no reason why women 
should not replace many men employed in clerical work at Army 
depots, training camps, military rest camps, and convalescent 
homes. … Above all, women are going to take a new place in the 
affairs of the nation. Hitherto, their work has mostly called for no 
great mental effort  

Elizabeth Whiteman, Fellow and tutor in Modern History at 
woman proctor of 

Oxford University 
Clearly no British woman need begin to worry at this stage 

about her role in Europe. Were she German, her role would consist 
of being the perfect mother … At the same time there would be 

and coping in the home with no help … It is such an effort to be 
a French woman. She must always be chic, well-dressed and a 
constantly satisfying mistress to one’s husband, or lover, and yet at 
the same time have a completely sanguine acceptance of his other 
mistresses or wife. And, in theory at least, the Frenchwoman must 
be able to cook to perfection. … In Italy it is the women who run 
society, who negotiate property sales, decide who will do what, and, 
‘incidentally, dominate their men. And a surprising 10 per cent 
of business school graduates in Italy are women. Unfortunately 
in Italy most women generally have to reach a considerable age 
before they rule the family. … For this reason moves to- wards equal 
pay for women and the anti-discrimination Bill are important… 
Women in Britain often have better, freer and more truly equal lives 
than their counter- parts in some other countries of the EEC. It may 
be their role to spread their rights and lead other women to equality 
for women as people  

woman
partner
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But does it mean that a trans woman must declare over dinner, 
like Rebecca Root in the sitcom Boy Meets Girl, “I was born with a 
penis” or later in the bedroom be guilty of assault? …It presupposes 
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that “man” and “woman” are rigid, narrow categories: that men 
are butch, sporty, muscular, and women cartoonishly “feminine”. 
… But what of men who merely “identify” as women and have no 
surgery or hormone treatment … But is she a woman? … Feminists 
who balk at such folk being admitted to women only refuges or 
changing rooms, who assert that female experience has a distinct 
biological dimension — childbirth, menstruation, menopause — 
face vicious criticism from transgender activists 

-
female -

-

… Women also tackle the bulk of the most loathed chores, such 
as ironing and cleaning the toilet. … For centuries, women have 
campaigned for more equality in the workplace. We no longer want a 
man’s seat on the bus, we want his seat on the board 

… Angela Merkel has advantage ‘because she is a woman’, 
says rival. … Angela Merkel’s challenger for power in next year’s 
elections has stoke controversy after saying his rival has an 
advantage because she is a woman 
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